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Photo 1. Left to right. Ted McRae, Derral Wallace, Guy Baier, Harold Rambacher, Robert Crowder 3rd, Robert Crowder (permittee), Jack Norris.
Photo 2. Destructive grazing and trampling at Hoodoo Well. KOFA game range.

Photo 3. Heavy use and site deterioration close in around Keehling Tank. Good vegetation cover on hillside in background just a short distance away. KOFA game range.
Photo 4. Heavily abused range around John Weisser Well.

Photo 5. Heavily deteriorated creosotebush type near East Tank. A few big galleta plants are surviving in the protection of bursage plants -- gray shrubs in left foreground.
Photo 6. Concentrated use and deterioration at Brenda Well.

Photo 7. Broken lava rock buttes (background) and slopes are often too rough for livestock or big game.
Photo 8. Areas such as this are ungrazed by livestock because they are too far from water or are blocked off by untraversable terrain. Deer and other big game reach such areas easily. KOFA game range below Kehling Tank.

Photo 9. There is a substantial acreage of malpais site on the allotment. Such sites produce scant forage, mainly annuals.
Photo 10. On sites such as this the soil has not developed sufficiently to support perennial grasses. Forage plants consist mainly of annuals such as Indian wheat, filaree and Pectocarya. Foothills Granite Wash Mountains.

Photo 12. Lightly grazed Jojoba (dark shrub on hillside in background) near water. Wiltbank Cabin KOFA game range.

Photo 13. Area in ravine bottom between Wiltbanks Cabin and Squaw Peak Tanks lightly grazed by cattle. KOFA game range.
Photo 15. Four point buck in saddle on ridge. KOFA game range.